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 ELESA positioning elements range presents indexing plungers designed 
with particular care to the technical details which, in addition to offering 
functionality and ergonomics, ensure the operator maximum safety in the 
workplace. 

PMT.100 and PMT.101 SUPER-technopolymer indexing plungers 

Suitable for applications requiring a fast retraction of the plunger. Now 
available in the execution with knob in RAL 3000 red colour – with or 
without locking nut. The colour becomes fundamental for the operator 
allowing quick and easy identification of the different machine functions, 
hence increasing the safety level.   

PMT. indexing plungers consist of a SUPER-technopolymer threaded 
body and nut, a black-oxide hardened steel or AISI 303 stainless steel 
plunger with AISI 302 stainless steel spring. 

GN 7336.8 indexing plungers with safety clamping knob 

Suitable for all applications requiring a simultaneous positioning, locking 
and securing elements whose position needs to be often changed. The 
plunger can be extracted from the positioning hole after unlocking it from 
the safety position by unscrewing the fastening screw and by turning the 
knob.  

GN 7336.8 indexing plungers are made of: glossy zinc-plated steel 
threaded body, nitrided and black-oxide steel plunger, black 
technopolymer knob and light-grey centre cap. 

GN 414 indexing plungers with safety device 

The plunger is automatically locked when the final position has been 
reached and it can only be unlocked by pushing the red safety button. 
The locking mechanism is integrated with the operating button and 
therefore malfunctions caused by dirt or foreign bodies are excluded.  

GN 414 indexing plungers are made of: black-oxide steel threaded body, 
locking nut and plunger (with hardened end), high-resilience black 
technopolymer knob and safety push button in red colour. 

Products technical data sheets, along with drawings and tables with 
codes and dimensions, are available on our website elesa.com. 
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https://www.elesa.com/en/elesab2bstoreus/indexing-plungers-pmt100#listtype=search&term=pmt.100
https://www.elesa.com/en/elesab2bstoreus/indexing-plungers-pmt101#listtype=search&term=pmt.101
https://www.elesa.com/en/elesab2bstoreus/indexing-plungers-with-clamping-knob-for-safety-function-gn-73368#listtype=search&term=gn 7336
https://www.elesa.com/en/elesab2bstoreus/safety-indexing-plungers-gn-414#listtype=search&term=gn 414
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